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Now that you&;ve bought the amazing Nikon D750, you need a book that goes beyond a tour of
the camera&;s features to show you exactly how to use the camera to take great pictures. With
Nikon D750: From Snapshots to Great Shots, you get the perfect blend of photography
instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level! Beautifully
illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your
photography to get the image you want every time you pick up the camera.Follow along with
your friendly and knowledgeable guide, photographer and author Rob Sylvan, and you will:Learn
the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the D750Use the D750&;s advanced
camera settings to gain full control over the look and feel of your imagesMaster the photographic
basics of composition, focus, depth of field, and much moreLearn all the best tricks and
techniques for getting great action shots, landscapes, and portraitsFind out how to get great
photos in low lightLearn the basics behind shooting video with your D750 and start making
movies of your ownFully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go, with assignments at
the end of every chapterAnd once you&;ve got the shot, show it off! Join the book&;s Flickr
group, share your photos, and discuss how you use your D750 to get great shots at flickr.com/
group /nikond750_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.

About the AuthorRob Sylvan&#160;is a photographer, trainer, and author. In addition to being
KelbyOne&;s Lightroom Help Desk Specialist, he also writes the &;Under the Loupe&; column
for Photoshop User magazine, and he blogs about Lightroom at Lightroomers.com. He is the
author of several books and ebooks, including Taking Stock: Make money in microstock creating
photos that sell and many titles in the From Snapshots to Great Shots series. Join him on a
landscape photography workshop at thedigitalphotoworkshops.com.
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Wil, “This book is a great source for getting started with your Nikon D750. This book is a great
source for getting started with your Nikon D750. It has some great tips on getting the camera set
up, such as warning you to change the default setting that lets you appear to be taking pictures
even though there is no memory card in the camera to save them. Unlike an oweners manual,
this book tells you why you want to use a feature, not just how to use it. It covers popular topics
like portraits and landscapes. Mr. Sylvan, a professional photographer, gives inciteful tips and
illustrations on how the features of this camera come into play when taking portraits, etc. I found
it easy to understand and it is not overly taxing to read from cover to cover. It is not an
exhaustive book on the D750 and does not purport to be. If you're going to spend $2,000 on a
camera, you want to get the most out of it. This book will help most amateurs quickly realize
more of the potential of this fine camera, especially if you do not have experience with a recent
Nikon DSLR.”

Dee, “Brings digital into focus. This is a well written easy to understand book that makes sense
of many of the features of the Nikon D750. My transition to digital began with a Nikon D5200
which I never really understood fully. This was due in part to my reluctance to give up film and
the frustration of trying to understand another book I purchased about that particular camera. Mr.
Sylvans' book not only helped me understand the much more complicated D750 it also allowed
me to re-visit the D5200 and make sense of it as well.”

Ellis D. from L.A., “Great book to complement the user's manual. Great book to complement the
user's manual. I especially liked the first chapter "The D750 Top Ten List" which walks you
through setting up the camera's most important settings, which is helpful when dealing with a
brand new camera.I also like the fact that all the example photos in the book are documented
with the particular settings used to take them. Finally, each chapter has an assignments section
for practicing the things discussed in that chapter, which gives you a chance to evaluate your
understanding of the content.All in all a good book to have with you, at least in the early stages
of learning how to use the Nikon D750 (which by the way, I love).”

Working maN, “Information is easy to find per chapter. Good overall book I was hoping to learn
something that I didn’t know but it pretty much is same info as any other book about this camera.
One thing I did like was the layout in this book is better designed and easier to find information
when needed.”

Depardieu, “They should make this book for every model of camera.. I teach photography on the
side and cannot recommend this book more. I tell my students to look for it (for their model of
camera) because it does such a fantastic job of explaining big concepts in a way that makes
sense to the specific camera.This book bridges a gap between the concept of photography I'm



teaching and how to actually perform the concept on their camera, which means the student
gets out there to shoot sooner and more often because they aren't hindered by the learning
curve that comes with trying to self-learn a camera's menu and functionality.”

frank wigfALL, “Great Book. Because of this book learning more on the features of this camera”

Billywhiz, “Excellent read. This book takes you through all the features of one of the most
underrated cameras ever. The dynamic range is brilliant and best of all it fits all Nikon Lenses.
The book gives you lots of useful tips to get the most out of it”

Southern Pete, “Outstanding book. A very worthwhile read for the new D750 owner.. This is an
excellent book, and I've learned more from this about actual photography, than in the past few
years experimenting. Rob gives many tips on composition and sets "assignments" to illustrate
the points he makes regarding camera settings. It covers all the new features of the excellent
D750, and I'm getting so much more enjoyment from my camera after reading this book. Read it
cover to cover on a week in the sun on holiday, and completed all the assignments from the
comfort of my sun lounger. Excellent!”

Pieter Bolinder, “A very good book with a mix of known and unknown facts to me..... This is my
second edit. Started with 3 stars, 2nd time 4 stars and now: the full 5 ones. The book had to
grow on me. What remains is: a number of known facts to me but many new ones too. The D750
is not a camera for beginners. Therefore I do not understand why some of the simplest basics
are extensively presented. Leaving them out gives space for printing more and especially: bigger
pictures. Some of the small ones hardly give any information. This book is surely worth the
money. Read each chapter and pratice the contents!! It is a must have in my opinion to really
learn the D750”

clair B, “Informative but not for more advanced photographers. I've given this book four stars, as I
thought it was really well set out and informative. However, like some of the other reviews, I was
surprised at how much basic level info was included in the book. The D750 is not an entry level
piece if kit and I suspect that most photographers purchasing g this body will already be a pro or
serious enthusiast.”

Steve, “very easy to follow. photos all show the data that is important to understanding how the
shot was taken and support the explanation. easy to copy the settings when trying for yourself.
good for beginners and advancing amateurs. also good reference back to the detailed handbook
that comes with the camera.”

The book by Darrell Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 318 people have provided feedback.
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